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did i need see when im trying to discover
one love from the other 
its in confusion in my life
cant let it break me
cant let it take me
gotta make sure my decision is right 

could it be all i need is only you
could it be i have my cake and eat it too
is it wrong i feel strong
for the both of you
is it wrong to be torn
what should i do 

1 love 2 girls
3 hearts torn
between 2 worlds
[repeat 3x's] 

it so happens that i love them both the same
one is physical attraction 
and the other's fun and games
its confusion that sets inside my head
trying to choose a special lady
but i choose them both the same 

could it be all i need is only you
could it be i have my cake and eat it too
is it wrong i feel strong
for the both of you
is it wrong to be torn
what should i do 

1 love 2 girls
3 hearts torn 
between 2 worlds
[repeat 3x's] 

i thought it would be simple 

just to find a love
a love to call my own
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a difficult decision
but what i've decided is to carry on 

amyth, amyth
smokeman, smokeman
whose smoked on you 
a dime on a chicken
one is my dough flow
the other is finga lickin'
foolish of i to play this game
chilling and migranes
looking for cum stains in my name
hold up aint no need for you to blow up
see me with LL
now u wanna show up, comming all dressed up with
your make up
making a big scene talkin' bout smoke we bout break
up
could it be should it be logically
torn between two girls and two worlds
one with a mansion and a poodle
the other one's stomach is trimmin'
i aint the dugout
i aint got no time for the X's and O's
dont love them hoes
thats why i drift with amyth
forget the rumors just drop the bloomers
the camels are rough rides let me come inside 

1 love 2 girls
3 hearts torn 
between 2 worlds
[repeat till end]
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